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1. Introduction 
Let Pk= U { / I / : E^Ek), where £"*={(), 1,..., fc-1}; i.e. Pk denotes the 
set of all ¿-valued logical functions. A subset G of Pk is said, to be closed if it is closed 
under superposition (e.g. see [4]). 
Let H<zPk be a fixed closed set. If FQH then we say that 
(i) F is complete in Ho every element of H is obtained from F by superposition; 
(ii) F is H-maximal <=> F is closed and no G exists such that FczGczH (proper 
inclusion) and G is closed; 
(iii) F is a base in HoF is finite and complete in H and no complete subset of 
F exists; 
(iv) F is a pivotal set in H<*F is finite and for every f£F there is an //-maximal 
F' such that f$F' but F-{f}QF'. 
From these definitions it follows that a base is a complete pivotal set of functions. 
The rank of a base (pivotal set) is the number of elements of the base (pivotal set). 
Let m be the cardinality of the set of all //-maximal sets and suppose that 
this set is well-ordered. There exist closed sets H for which m is not finite ([5]). If 
m is finite then a subset F of H is complete in H iff F is not contained in any //-maxi-
mal set ([4]). 
If / € / / , then the class af determined by / i s an element of (0, l}m such that 
at-0 iff fCMt, where at is the z'-th component of af and Ht is the i-th //-maximal 
set (lSz'^zn) in the well-ordering mentioned above. For FQH, one can define 
the class aF determined by F as the union of classes determined by the elements 
of F. Therefore, if F={f1, ...,f3} then aF = {afi, ...,af }. This set aF can be 
represented as an element a'p of {0, l}m such that aF = S/(afi,..., afJ, where bitwise 
OR operation V is defined in the following way: the z'-th component dp of a'e is 
equal to 0 iff the z'-th component of all classes af/ (1 s j ^ s ) is equal to 0. 
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From this definition it follows that the set F is complete iff a'p = lm. Also, 
we infer that F is a pivotal set if a ^ a ^ M / j ) f ° r a " h 1 ^ j S s . From these con-
siderations one can remark that if F is complete (pivotal set, base), f,f'£F and 
af=ar (i.e. / and / ' are functions of the same class) then F U { / ' } \ { / } is 
complete (pivotal set, base) and flF^FUf/OM/v 
All P2-maximal sets and maximal sets of P2-maximal sets are described in [10]. 
P3-maximal sets are determined in [4], and maximal sets of P3 -maximal sets are 
exhibited in [7] and other papers. 
All different classes af for the set P2 are investigated in [6], and for P3 in [8], 
[9] and [11]. 
Let us recall some well-known closed sets in Pk. 
The set Lk of linear functions is defined in the following way: 
Lk = {a0+ ^¡Xiimod k)\a0£Ek, a£Ei, l S i S n , n£w, where Ek - ^XjO}}. 
n 
Let a= 2 ai- It is well-known that Lk is a Pk -maximal set iff A: is a prime 
i = l 
number ([4]). 
The set Sk of selfdual functions is defined as follows: 
Sk = {f\f(xi+l,*„+1) = / ( * i , * „ ) + 1 (mod k), « = 1,2,...}. 
T( = { f \ f ( j , ...,j)=j} is the set of functions preserving j (O^j^k — l). 
Let X=Lk\X for each X(zLk. The intersection of the sets Z l 5 . . . , Lk 
will be denoted by X1...Xi. 
From the results in papers [1], [2], [3] it follows 
T h e o r e m 1. Let p£co be an arbitrary prime. Then there are p+2 L-maximal 
sets. These are: 
(i) LJ=L„Tl, for every j, j=0, 1, ...,p-1, 
n 
(ii) Lp=LpSp={a0+ 2 oiXi\a=l (mod p)\, the set of linear selfdual func-i — 1 
tions, 
(iii) Lw={afi+aix\ao, a^Ep), the set of unary linear functions. 
Let 0' denote the sequence 00...0, and 1' denote 11... 1. 
i t 
In this paper we prove that there exist 2/>+4 different classes determined by 
functions of Lp. The number of different classes determined by bases in Lp is 
an<* the number of different classes determined by pivotal noncomplete 
sets of Lp is p J 4 J - 2 . 
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2. Classification of Lp 
T h e o r e m 2. Let p£co be an arbitrary prime. Then there are 2p+4 different 
classes (denoted by c l 5 c2, ..., c 2 p + J of functions in Lp. These classes and the 
corresponding sets of functions are: 
L°L1... LP~1LPLW, ct = 0P+2; 
L°L1...Lp-1LpD1\ c2 = 0P+11; 
L°L1...Li~iLi~3Li~2...LpLw, Ci = l ' - ' C + ' - ' O , where 3 S i =§/>+3; 
L0L1...ZJ-p-5LJ-p-iLJ-p-3...L"Lll\ cj = iJ-p-4012p+s--i> 
where p+4^sj^2p+4. 
n n 
Proof . Let / ( x j , ..., x „ ) + ^ aixi (modp) and ^ at=a. Consider the >=i ¡=i 
equation a0+aj=>>. 
Case a) Let a 0=0, a = l . Then the equation is y=y which is satisfied by 
every y. This implies that f^LPD...Lp. The function / ( x ) = x is in the set Lm, 
and it is a function of the class c1. The function a1xl + ...+anxn where a=1 and 
ws2 is in the set L(1), and so it is a function of the class c2. 
Case b) a=1. Then we obtain ¿ro=0, so it has no solution. Hence, the 
function/is in the set L°D...LP~1LP. The function a 0 + x for OQ^O is in the set 
L(1) and it is a function of the class c p + 3 . The function a0+a1x1+...+anxn (mod p) 
for ao^0 and a=l, ns2 is in the set L(1\ and it is a function of the class c2p+i. 
Case c) a^l. y19iy2 implies ( a — l ) ^ ? ^ — l ) j 2 . From this it follows that 
(a— 1)/ takes on p different values, when y ranges from 0 to p—1. It follows that 
there exists exactly one jo such that (a—1)>>0=—fl0, i-e. 00+^0=^0- This implies 
that the function / i s in the set Z>, and it is not in the sets L' for iV>'o, l ^ i = p — l -
Since a^ 1, / i s not in the set LP. The function / = / (constant) is in the set L(1), 
and it is a function of the class c j + 3 . The function f—i+ax1+(p—a)x2 (a^O) 
is in the set L(1) and it is a function of the class cp+4+i. 
Theorem is proved, because all possible cases have been considered. 
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3. Classes determined by bases of Lp 
T h e o r e m 3. Let p£co be an arbitrary prime. Then the number of different 
classes determined by bases in Lp and the number of different classes determined 
by pivotal noncomplete sets in L„for each rank are shown in the following table: 0 
rank bases pivotal noncomplete sets 
1 0 2p+3 
'pi') piV?> 
m 
5 4 0 0 
Proo f . From the definitions it is easy to see that the class cx =0P + 2 is not includ-
ed in any pivotal set, and there is no base of rank 1. The classes c2, c3, ..., c2 p + 4 
are different from 0P+2 and l p + 2 . Hence, these classes define the classes determined 
by pivotal noncomplete sets of rank 1 of Lp. 
We begin the investigation of bases and pivotal noncomplete sets of rank s 2 
by the following remarks: 
V(cj, cj) = l p + 1 0 for 
V(ci5 cj) = lp+2 for. p + 4 s i J s 2p + 4; . 
V f e . c . - H f e , ^ , lp+2} for + 
V(c2, c.) = a for p + 4 i 2p + 4; . 
V(c,, Cj) = l p + 2 for p + 3 , p + 4 == 2p+4 and ; ^ i + p + l ; 
V(c;, c,-+p+1) = c i + p + 1 for 3 i ^ p + 3; 
V(c2, c,, Cj-) = l p + 8 for 3 i < ; p+3 . . • 
From these remarks it follows that bases of rank 2 may contain any two func-
tions of classes c, and Cj, where / and /sat isfy the condition p + 4 ^ i < / ' s 2 p + 4 , 
or the conditions 3SIS/7+3, p + 4 ^ / s 2 p + 4 and j V / + p + l. 
Also, one can infer that pivotal incomplete sets of rank 2 consist either of two 
functions of classes c, and Cj, 3 ^ / < / ^ p + 3 , or a function of class c2 and a func-
tion of class ct, 3S/'^p+3. 
From the remarks above it follows that no pivotal set of rank § 3 exists which 
contains a function of class Cj for p + 4 s i s 2 p + 4 . Hence, pivotal sets of rank S 3 
may contain only functions of the class c2 and classes ct for 3 s z ' s p + 3 . But, from 
the first remark we conclude that Vfo-,, c^, . . . , cij) = V(cii, c^) = l p + 1 0 for 
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3Si j , ...,is^p +3. Hence, a pivotal set cannot contain functions from more than 
two classes c; for 3 s i ^ p + 3 . Therefore, no base or pivotal set of rank s 4 exists. 
From \f(c2, Cj, Cj) = l p + 2 (3Sz'<./S/>+3) we conclude that pivotal sets of rank 3 
are complete. Thus, no pivotal noncomplete set of rank 3 exists and a base of rank 3 
consists of a function of class c2 and two functions of the classes and c}, where 
3Sz</9=/7 + 3. 
From the above considerations the theorem follows. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. The maximal rank of a base of the set Lp is 3, and the maximal 
rank of a pivotal noncomplete set is 2. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. There is no base of rank 1 (i.e. Sheffer function) in the set Lp. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. The number of different classes determined by bases in Lp(p prime) 
C o r o l l a r y 4. The number of different classes determined by pivotal noncom-
plete sets of Lp (p prime) is ^ +1 j + 3p+4=^ + 4 j - 2. 
The number of w-ary linear functions of class c( ( lS /S2/?+4) will be denoted 
by t„(i). 
T h e o r e m 4. t0(i)=l for 3 s / S / ? + 2 , / 0 ( / ) = 0 otherwise; ^(1)=!, t1(p+3) = 
=p-l, t1(i)=p-2 for 3^iSp+2, /1(i')=0 otherwise; /„(2)=((p — 1)"—(— l)")/p, 
/ „ (2p+4)=( /? - lK(2) ; tn(i)={(p-rr+1H-l)n)/P for p+4^2p+3, tn(i)= 0 
otherwise (nS2). 
Proof . The statement follows easily from considerations in the proof of Theo-
rem 2. For n=0 and n = 1 the assertion is obvious. For «>-1 /„(2) is equal to 
the number of sequences a1,...,a„ which satisfy the condition a1 + ...+an = 
= 1 (mod/?). If + +a„_i = l (mod/?), then no solution of the equation 
fl1 + ...+fl„ = 1 (mod/>) exists (since a^O, l s / s n ) . If at +...+a„_19i 1 (mod/?), 
then there exists exactly one solution of the equation at +... +a„ = l (modp). It 
follows that t„(2)=(p—l)"~1 — t„-i(2), tz(2)=p-2. By induction on n it is easy 
to prove that (2)=((/?—1)"—(— 1)")//». If />+4=§zS2/7-f3, then from *„(/) = 
=(p-iy-t„(2) we obtain tn(i)=((p-iy+i+(-iy)/p. 
The number of functions of the class ct which depend on at most n variables 
is denoted by tSn(i). 
From Theorem 4 the following theorem is easily derived. 
8 
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Theorem 5. W O = 'o(Oi ' « ( 0 = 'o(0 + ' i (0 ; 
f s , ( l ) = l, t*n(i) = p-l for 3^i^p+3; 
ta2) - ((p - l)n+1 -(P- i f ) / ( p -2) -((-1)" +1)12)/p; 
tSm&p+4) = (p-l)tSa(2y, 
' s . ( 0 = ( ( / > - l ) 2 ( ( p - l ) " - l ) / ( p - 2 ) + ( l + ( - l ) " ) / 2 ) / p /or p+4^i^2p + 3. 
Let and P" denote the number of bases and the number of pivotal incom-
plete sets of rank i which consist of functions depending on at most n variables. 
From Theorems 2, 3 and 5 it is easy to prove the following 
Theorem 6. 
(P+4)+ (2) t%n(P+4)+Pt*n(P + 3)t gn(P + 4)+ 
+P^n(2p+4)tSn(3)+t^n(p + 3)iSn(2p+4)+p2t^n(3)tgl,(p+4); 
Bl = tSn(2) ( ^ „ ( / 7 + 3 ) ^ ( 3 ) + ( f ) / |„(3)); 
PJ = t^n(2)+tSn(p+3)+t^(2p+4)+ptSn(3)+pt^(p+4y, 
PI = ^ n ( 2 ) ( ^ „ ( p + 3 ) + p i S n ( 3 ) ) + / > ^ „ 0 + 3 ) / S n ( 3 ) + ( f ] /^,(3); 
B\ = BL = B% = ...= PI = PI =...= 0. 
Analogously one can obtain the numbers of bases and pivotal noncomplete 
sets which contain functions depending on exactly n variables. 
4. Classification of Lp-maximal sets 
We may assume further that p^3 (prime number). The properties of L2-
maximal sets follow immediately from Post's lattice ([10]). 
Let us define some familiar closed sets in Lp: L(0) = {0, 1, ...,p — 1}, Ls0=LpL° = 
= {a1x1 + ...+anx„\a=l, n = 1,2,...}, Lf>=LmLi={a0+a1x\a0+aii=i, a0,a^Ep} 
for O s i s p - l , Lf=LmL"={x,x+l, ...,x+k-1}. 
We shall mean by the multiplicative order of a£Ep the least integer r(a) = 
=r^l for which d = 1 holds. If p— 1 is divisible by j, then E'p has <p(j) elements 
of order j (cp(j) denotes Euler's (^-function). Let aM+atL(1)\L(0), i ^ l , 
r(a i)=r i. Let us denote by 1cm (r l5 r2 , ...) the least common multiple of the num-
bers r1, r2, ... • 
Let the number p— 1 have the decomposition to powers of primes p—1 = 
with all primes, a,i=l,/>,=(/?-1)/?, and L(x-° = 
= {a 0 +a*k(a)(Sl ) divides />,}, /=1, 2, ..., u. 
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The maximal sets for all Lp -maximal sets are determined by Demetrovics 
and Bagyinszki ([2]). 
Theo rem 7 ([2]). There are exactly two U-maximal sets for O^i^p (p is a 
prime number): Ls0 and L f . 
T h e o r e m 8. If 1 then there are exactly four different classes determined 
by functions in L', two different classes determined by bases of L' (one for both of 
ranks 1 and 2) and two different classes determined by pivotal noncomplete sets in V 
(both of them are of rank \). 
Proof . The function x belongs to the set Ls0Llp and the function 2 x + ( p — l ) y 
is in the set Ls0LfK The function x + 1 is an element of the set Ls0 L^ and the func-
tion 2x—i is in the set L^L'p for lsz 'sp—1. Base functions x+y+(p—i) and 
2 x + ( p - l ) j + l ([2]) belong to the sets L ^ L f for Osz'sp—1 and Ls0L(p respect-
ively. Thus all four possible classes determined by the functions in L' are non-
empty. The other parts of the theorem follow immediately. 
We are going to investigate classes determined by functions in L m . 
T h e o r e m 9 ([2]). The following « +/> +1 sets are L(1) -maximal: 
£(i,0UjL«» i = \,2,...,u, 
L^UZ-W i = 0, 1, ...,p — l, 
L (1)\L (0). 
The next three lemma's are useful for the classification of La\ 
Lemma 1. For the elements of L(1) we have: 
(a) a0+x£L™ iff a0=0, for z=0,1, ...,p-\\ 
(b) If a>\ then for each i (Osz's/?—1) there exists exactly one a0for which 
a0+axeLlp; 
(c) a^L? iff a0=i. 
The proof is omitted. 
Lemma 2. L^Lf^ix) for 0Sz<y 'S/?- l . 
P roof . From a0+a1i=i and «o+ a i7=i it follows that a1=1 and a0=0. 
Lemma 3. Let tt be a sequence such that ti—qi or tt=1 for each /=1,2, ..., u, 
t=(p—l)/(t1... lu) and a is a number for which r(a)=t. If we define the sets At 
(1 S i 'Sm) such that A^U1'^ for /¡ = 1 and ^ ¡ = L ( 1 , i ) for ti=qi then the function 
f=a0+ax is in the set A1A2-.-Au. 
Proof . If /¡=1 then pt is not divisible by r(a). Hence ao+axt lP - ' ^Ai . 
If ti=qi then r(a) divides pt. Thus a0-t-ax€L(1,i)=/4;. 
8» 
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T h e o r e m 10. The number of different classes determined by functions in Z,(1) 
is р2"+Ъ if p—\^qxq2...qu and р(2и—\)+Ъ otherwise. 
P r o o f . Suppose that the L(1)-maximal sets are ordered as in Theorem 9. 
0"+pl is the class determined by the functions in the set LP. The (w+/> +1)-
component of all other classes is 0. From Lemmas 1—3 we infer that the class 0" + p + 1 
is determined only by the function x and the class 0" l p 0 is determined by functions 
a 0 +j t for а0?±0. We may assume further that f=a0+ax and a > 1. From Lemma 2 
it follows that exactly one component among the components u+1, u+2, ..., u+p 
is equal to 0. We derive from Lemma 3 that all the-2" possible classes with respect to 
the first и Lm-maximal sets are nonempty. But, if p—1 =qx--qu for (1 ^ / ^ w ) 
we get t=a=1 in Lemma 3. It follows from Lemma 1 (b) and Lemma 2 that each 
of these classes with respect to the first и L(1)-maximal sets can be supplemented 
to a class determined by functions in Z,(1) in p different ways. 
The proof is complete. 
Coro l l a ry 5. Each base of Z,(1) contains a constant. 
C o r o l l a r y 6. For p=3 there are exactly 6 classes determined by functions in 
L(1): 05,041,0130, 10110,11010,1300. 
T h e o r e m 11 ([2]). The cardinality of the bases of L(1) is ^ 3 . 
T h e o r e m 12. The maximal rank of classes determined by bases in is u+2. 
Proof . Each base of L(1) contains a function of the class' 0" + p l . There is a 
subset of the base containing no more than и functions for which bitwise OR gives 
the value 1" with respect to the first и components. From Lemmas 1 and 3 we obtain 
that no more than one component among components и+1, ..., u+p has the 
value 0. Hence, except the u + l functions considered above, this base may con-
tain at most one function. Thus, each base of L(1> consists of at most u+2 functions. 
T h e o r e m 13. If p—\ =q\x (for example, if р=Ъ or p=5) then each base 
in L(1) contains exactly three functions. 
Proo f . In the case p—\=сЦ1 we have i/ = l and so this theorem is proved 
by using Theorems 11 and 12. 
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